Your business demands a lot from you
You need the same from your infrastructure
Maximize flexibility, manage risk, and accelerate growth with the right infrastructure
Every year, your business expects more from information technology. Not only are you challenged with
reducing costs and improving efficiency, you need an infrastructure that allows your business to be flexible
and agile to meet those demands. Virtualization, optimization, energy stewardship, and flexible sourcing
can help you contain operational costs and complexity so you can achieve breakthrough productivity.
With data constantly changing and growing, we can enable a smarter and secure infrastructure for you
to manage the ever changing demands of resiliency and compliance.
Whether you need to simply ensure performance for your systems or if you are challenged to break down
technology silos and reduce IT sprawl with a converged infrastructure, our tailored solutions will align your
IT assets to support your overall goals.
Using proven best practices, many of our solutions start with enterprise tested and integrated technologies
from leading vendors that can fit your unique needs and budget, regardless of company size. Our
solutions are proven in some of the most demanding environments so our team is prepared to effectively
design and implement the best infrastructure solution for your business environment.

Reliable Options to Simplify your Infrastructure
and Improve Your Organization
IT Asset Utilization

Response Time

Availability & Resiliency

Agility & Scalability
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Solutions that simplify information technology

and enhance your business

Server and storage consolidation solutions improve efficiency and minimize maintenance costs – so you
can do more with less.

Virtualization

>> Reduce capital outlays using fewer physical servers
>> Shrink server energy consumption and reclaim floor space
>> Simplify maintenance and management tasks
>> Improve reliability and availability

Provisioning

>> Elevate operational flexibility
>> Allocate and right size resources
>> Optimize storage utilization and improve performance

Storage

>> Manage growth
>> Manage data
>> Improve compliance and ensure data security
>> Enable business continuity and establish efficient backup and recovery

Combining servers, storage, networking, and management into a converged platform reduces your
footprint, complexity, and cost and helps you simplify and speed deployment.
Using proven best practices, many of our solutions start with enterprise tested and integrated technologies
from leading vendors that can fit your unique needs and budget, regardless of company size. Our
solutions are proven in some of the most demanding environments so our team is prepared to effectively
design and implement the best infrastructure solution for your business environment.

Future Proof your Infrastructure. Today.
The world is not slowing down. Neither is your business. Working with Essextec will help ensure you
are prepared to keep up. Our integrated solutions will give you confidence that your infrastructure is
flexible, secure, and seamless. We can also optimize your cloud delivery solutions, ensuring you have a
consolidated footprint, reduce your costs and response time, while enhancing productivity and mobility.

To learn more, please contact your Essextec Client Executive,
send an email to exceed@essextec, or call 888-519-1518.
Essextec is an award winning, innovative firm with intellectually curious and highly skilled teams. We help
organizations solve their significant challenges by applying innovative Cloud, Cognitive, and Cybersecurity
technologies. We consistently enable our clients to exceed their goals and objectives ensuring long-term
success. Visit: essextec.com.
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